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clarify your question?
1151 BY MS. CURRAN:
[161 Q: Do you agree with the statement
[17 that that's made
l[s1MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Do you mean
(191 the entirety of the statement?
20olMS. CURRAN:Yes.
(21] BY MS. CURRAN:
12210: You can break it down, if you
Page 10
I1l want.

121A: Let me read it, please.

31 0: Sure.
IQA: No, I don't necessarily agree with

1I1
adequate forpurposes of going ahead

with 121 construction?
131 A: No. It's not adequate.
14] Q: And I have the same question with
151 respect to the last part of that sent
ence, 16] which refers to adhesion pro

perties.
m A: Yes. It's the same answers.
8]0
Q: Is there anyaspect ofthe issue [9Iof
the design of soil cement or 10o] cement
treated soil forwhich you feel or ni you
believe that the applicant has obtained
112] sufficient information in order to
proceed (13] with construction?
[14] A: No.I don't think it's enough to (151

proceed with construction, no.
(16] Q: Dr. Wissa, is there a standard 117]
formula for soil cement?

primarily under the - I don't know the
1161 answer exactly.I can'trecall.It'sthere
117] somewhere in the

0: And do you know,taking the soil
cement that's going to be around the
edge of 120] the pads, how far out will it
[18]
(19]

extend beyond [21] the edge of the pads?

Do you know?
122] A: Well, the pads - now speaking of
Page 15
stabilized, or the soil treated?
121 0: The soil cement?
[11 the

(I A: The soil cement?
141 Q: Yes.

151 A: It connects one pad to the next 16]
one. So it is within the distance between
[71 the pads.AndIdon't recallthe exact i[i
16] 0: Couldyougothrough and explain?
clearance
between them. But it extends
i18]
A:
A
standard
formula?
be
[s]
it
up
break
to
want
r7i Maybe you
from (9] one pad to the next pad.
sub parts.
[191 Q: Yes.
(91 The applicant has not considered [l0] (2o1 A: Can you explain what you mean (10] Q: And at the outer perimeter, how
i11] far does it go out?
the impact to native soil caused by I[lj by (12n formula?
construction and placement of the 1121 (22] 0: Wellyou knowexact proportions (121 A: I don't recall. But I assume it (13]
cement-treated soil?
Page
13 goes out to some distance.I don't know.
Page 13 114] Q:And do you know how far it
1131 A: Weil,I think there's been some 114]
discussion addressed about how they're ill of every ingredient that goes into it extends [151 beyond the perimeter of the
and 12] what they are?
going 1151 to possibly construct it, and not
canister (16] transfer building?
disturbing 1161 the soils, and things like 131 A: WelLwe knowwhat ingredients go [17] A: Iknowit'squite some distance.(18]
that. So they 117] have be considering that
14] into it. But the proportions, we do not
It's not speaking tens of feet, but pro
aspect of it.
(5i know.
bably (19] a hundred or more.
[18] Q: If we inserted the word 119] "ad
16 Q: And there's a difference between
(201 Q: What is your understanding of
equately" after "not," would you still (20] (7] soil cement and cement-treated soll;is how (21] construction will be carried out
agree with thatfirstpart ofthe statement that IS[correct?
with 1221 respect to the soil cement and
1211that I just read?
19] A: It's a degree of stabilization and (10o
Page 16
I=j A: No. I wouldn't agree with that.
durability. Its the same concept. But it's
In cement-treated soil?
(11] just a degree of stabilization.
Page 11
121 A: Howit willbe carried out Ithink 131
1121 Q: So that cement-treated soil does
(11 0: Why not?
will have to be left to the contractor and
113] not have the same degree of stab
141 the availability of his equipment and
12] A: I think for the stage of 03] deve
ilization 1141 and durability as
lopment of this project, I think it's [4] (151 A: Well, that's the way you are u16] his I1experience.I think,tome,ishowit
been adequately addressed.
trying to interpret it. I think the im will [61 not be done.Bythatis that certain
m 0: But for purposes of actually [61 nomenclature Is vague.But I think that's m things should be in the specifications
of [a] construction that you would not
building the facility, it's not adequate?
[i8 generallyaccepted today as not being
allow
him to [9i do.
as [19] durable.
m A: For actual construction, that's 1Sj
[10]
Q:
And what are they?
12oj Q: I want to ask you a little bit [21]
correct.
[111
A:
Well,
for example, you will 112]
about
yourunderstanding
about
the
way
(9]Q: Ifyou look at the secondphrase, l[0J
of the subgrade of
minimize
disturbance
and
cement-treated
that
1221
soil
cement
111]
not
has
applicant
the
that
which says
the
1131
excavation.
You
will minimize it
soil
are
to
analyzed the impact to settlement, is
from
[14] getting exposed to the ele
your [12] opinion similar, that some in
Page 14
ments. You will 1151 not allow it to be
formation has [13] been gathered,but not
reworked. Things like (161 that, things
]be
used
at
the
PFS
facility.
[1,
enough to approve the [141 construction
121 Am I correct in understanding that 13 which - it's more of a 117] preventative
of the facility?
the cement-treated soil is going to be 141 than telling him how he is to jiSj do his
11[1 A: Repeat that.
directly underneath the concrete pads job.
[161 Q: Ifwe lookatthe secondphrase [17]
(19] And he will come back,as I would 12oi
for 15] storage of the casts?
here, whether the applicant has an
see
it, with his concept.And then one [211
alyzed the (18] impact to settlement, 161 A: Yes.
would agree withit orsayit doesn't meet
would you agree that (19] some in
m Q: Will the cement-treated soil sij (221 with the objects of - and I'm just
extend beyond the perimeter of casts (9] givng
formation has been collected?
laterally at all?
[20] A: Yes.
Page 17
I10] A: I'm not sure.I don't think so. [1111
(21] Q: Do you consider that the amount
example
in
the
case
of the
Il
you
one
going
to
that,
they're
that
beyond
think
of 1221information that has been col
subgrade (2] of the excavation.And what
1121 use what you call cement stabilized
lected is
soil. [131 But I couldn't swear to that. Im a he's going to 13i do is going to cause
bit (4i vague about it.But Ibelieve it's 1151 disturbance and damage (4] those subPage 12
151this.

(4)
17 (4)
10-Page
Page 10
- Page 17
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[51 I'm calling it the subgrade. But 161it's
the bottom layer, say, the way you're m
going to start placing your soil cement,
for is] example.

1161 A: Well, I think here it's going to 1171
be a function of a contractor, his ability,
(18] his experience, and so on. There are

Page 22

iIi A: You have several options. 121 Ob
viously,one optionwhich is usually done
13] is you work it, pulverize it, and have it
(41 dry out. Another thing, in some
instances [s5you may want to add quick
line or something (61 to dry out the soil.
But then you change m its properties.
But that is a method of lei improving the
soil, making it easier to 191 work. That's
two which come to mind. I (101 think
those are probablythe most common niti
ones.
1121 Q: If you used the first method, you
[131 dry it out first and then you pulverize
it, [14l where do you do that?
1151 A: You are taking the - rm sorry
1161 you're taking the soil and excavating
it, (171 stockpiling it. And now, if it's wet,
you l183 will work it, spread it, out, let it
dry 1193 out. That's not in the location
where 1201 you're going to be compacting
it. It's not 1211 in the location of the pad

twO [191 approaches to it. One is mix in

place.And 1203 the other is plant-mixing
it; in other (21i words, you hold material
11 Q: You're talking about the clay tiom away. You put it j22I into a central plant,
silt, silty clay? That's the subgrade?
mix it, and hold it
(ii1

A: That's correct.

Page 20

to minimize
[131 disturbance to the subgrade?

tll back, and place it.

1141 A: Because you don't want remold

121Q: And

(12] Q: Whywouldyouwant

you don't know which one

ing (151 and the possible loss of strength will rIi be used?
will 1161 increase compressibility.
(4] A: Not at this time, no.
i118
to
were
ifyou
(17] Q: Andwhat affect,
IS1Q: Does it matter which one you use,
lose stress and compressibility, what
(61 in terms of the impact on the sub
would (191 that affect?
grade?
paj A: Well, I don't know at this time. 1211 m A: If you can achieve the quality (8]

Because we don't know how sensitive

these 122 soils are to disturbance. Okay.
This Is
Page 18
(13 hypothetical. I think that once we
know 121this, we will be in a better
position to 131either be flexible or more
rigid on what he (43 can or cannot do.
[51 Q: But in terms of why you would (61
worry about this, is it because if you
were m to disturb the subgrade, that it
might be tal less resistant in an earth

quake?
t9j A: I think to answer you, first of (10l all,
I'm not as much concerned about (i11
settlements as about loss in strength and,
1121 therefore, its ability to have the
shearer 1131 resistance for this lateral
movement which 1141 we're relying on.
[153 Q: Andyou also mentioned exposure
the elements.

to
1171 Why would
(6]

that be a concern?
1181 A: Well, in a similar way.Ifyou (19] got
a lot of rain and the whole site was Doi
open, you would have it flooded, maybe
if it 1211 was a heavy rainfall for a long
time. Then 1221 it's probably more a
problem of efficiency.
Page 19
111Because

then you'd have to let it dry

out p2i substantiallybefore you'd want to
start t31 construction again. So there is a

practical m problem of it, too, of ex

posing it to the 151 elements.
(61Q: So during construction, what will
[71 be done here is, equipment will be set
up Isi for mixing soil and cement;is that
correct?
191A: Yes.
110 0: And it will be mixed right on 1iii
site?
(121 A: Yes.
[131 Q: Andwill itbe mixedinplace or t4l
done off to one side? Or can you give me
a 1151 picture of how that's going to
happen?

(202) 638-2400
BETA REPORTING
REPORUNG (202)

control, no, it wouldn't. Everyone has 191
their preferences.

(1030: Which one do you prefer, and
why?
(11l A: I prefer the central plant mixing.
1121 You have better quality control on
the (131 amount of cementthe amount of
water, the (I41 mixing, than mixing in
place.

itself. Because I122 if you did that, you

would disturb the whole
Page 23
(13 area.Youwould haul it awayor spread
it 121somewhere, and then put it back in

11510: So you

1161 A: But you could - a good con
tractor (17] with the right equipment
could achieve the lisl same by mixing in
place.
(19] Q: Why do you say a good con
tractor? i201 It's harder to do, to mix in

place?

1211 A: I would say it takes more 122]
experience for a contractor to mix in
place
Page 21
1ll than to haul it away and have a plant
there 121 which does it. There's less
human [31 influence.
141 Q: I would think that, to just say it [51
another way, that there's more of an
on the site ifyou're mixing itin
impact 161
place, m because you have more heavy
equipment that's (s8 right? There is that
fair to say?
19i A: No. We are talking about an i101

interesting situation, unlike a highway
i111where you have miles of it. These

after it 131reaches the right moisture
content, and (4] mixed in with the
cement.
(51 Q: So we're talking about a process
up

131is not large per pad.And,
therefore, you (141 could do one pad at a

time. And you iits wouldn't need a lot

amount of equipment 1161 moving
around inplace.So I don't think 1i7l that's
a main issue.
(1s80: Have you done this before? Have
(l91 you supervisedthis process ofmixing
soil (20] and cement and making soil
cement?

Mm-h-Script®
Min-U-Scripft

l221

the colian silt, I suppose.And then

somewhere on t91 the site, or maybe
putting it right on a giol truck and
trucking it out. This is if we go Ill] with

optionA of processing it off site.
1123 Then it gets taken to another 1133
plant, and portland cement is added and
its (141 put into a cement truck?
1151 A: No.
1161 0: What happens then?
1171 A: Well

Q: I'm showing my ignorance.
(191 A: No. The cement truck, you 12i0
wouldn't be able to pour it. If you used a
(213 cement truck,Ithink you would have
too wet 1221 a mix to be able to pour it
back in.What
(t1s

Page 24

i1n you do is - you're right, to some
extent, (2] that you take it to the central
plant. (31 You'd probably stockpile it

there, have 141 moisture equilibrium, so
you don't havea isi bucket ofwet,bucket
of dry.
(61 Then you put it into the mixing -- fl
let's say tank ifyou want.It could be a (83
continuous process, orit may be a batch
(9]

What do you do if the soil is too
wet?
1211

(71

you is( are maybe drying it in the pile

pads are 121 fairly small. The quantity of
soil cement

16]

where you have a backhoe that's digging

process. You would add the cement,

and the 110] water, mix that up, and then
put it in !i1 trucks, and haul it back to

(5) Page 18- Page 24
(5) Page 18 - Page 24
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where you want (121 to place it.
1131 Q: You don't have to keep spinning i t
(14)

Page 27

m It wouldn't be veryheavy equipment.
[21 Q: Would you foresee it having any [31
kind of an impact on the subgrade by
sitting 141on top oft?
(51 A: Wel,let me back offa bit.I [61 have a
hard time seeing that you could take m
two feet of material and in situ mix two
1s8 feet and recompact it in one layer and
go (91 efficiently. I think you'd have to

around to keep it from hardening?

1151 A: You don't - well, you do work
(61 if you're going to delay,it depends

o01
the im time between mixing the watecr
and final (18] compaction. If it's going tc
take along (191time - by "long time," I'n a
saying a couple 120oof hours - and ifit'i
hot water, you'd 1211 probably want tc
work it during that period. 1221 Bui
preferably, you'd want to place it as

move it 1101 beside where you're going to
place it,mixfiij itup,andthenputitin.So
I don't see [12] us reallybeing able to take
two feet. IIIN don't know ofany equipm
ent which could cut 1141 two feet, mix it
up well and put it back 1151 in.
1161 Q: Because you would need to be
able (17 to cut less, or more?
1181 A: Less.
(191 Q: It's much less?

Page 25
111

soon as possible and not have to

rework it.
12] Q: When you do the mixing in place,
131 what

kind of equipment is used in that

case?
(41 A: A pulver mixer.
151Q: A "powder" mixer?
161A: No. Pulver, P-U-L-V-E-R M-I-X-E-R

1201

m

pulverization mixer.They call it a pulver
is] mixer, which is a high-speed Harrow

rotating (9I bladeswhich take the soil and
break it up (i01 first.You have to do this at
the right [ll moisture content, so If it's
too wet,it 1121 gumsup.The drieritis,the
better you i(31 are that way.But If it's too
dry, it could 1141 get too hard.
(1lBut forthe rightmoisture (161 content,
you break it up.And then you, at 1171 the

same time, could be adding the cement,
118l and conceivablyalso couldbe adding
the ni1 waterin this pulver mixer.Oryou
can do (201 it in several passes. You first
breakit (211up.Thenyouaddthe cement,
mix that in. 1221Andthen you come again,
add the water,mix

Page 26

i11all that in, and then come back.
121Q: And

you're using a Harrow, like an

i31 agricultural machine?
141A: Well, it's a little more - it's [s5high
speed blades which break up the 16]
,z/teriafd
ft.So it's not a Harrow.
m Harrow Is the wrong word. Harrow is
more is5just rotating it. It's breaking it up
by (91 high-speed rotation of cutters. Or
they're itoi high-speed meaning, yeah,
spinning.
[111 Q: And this machine, let's cal it (121

the high-speed Harrow.
A: Okay.Let's call it that.
(4i 0: We'1l just call it that.
1151 A: I call it the pulver mixer..
n6] Q: The pulvher mix~_c
(171 A: Yeah---(131

r

Is it a heavy piece of equipment?

A: Not essentially, no.
poq Q: How heavy is it?
121 A:.Depends on the size and so on. in
1221 this case,these are a lot smaller areas.
(191

Page25-Page32
Page
25 - Page 32 (6)
(6)

A: I think the depth of two feet is 1211

excessive.
1221

Q: In other words, you don't think
Page 28

[ii that's a reason that it's not advisable to
121do the in situ mixing?
131 A: I didn't saythat.Ithink thein 41 situ
mixing - let me define in situ mixing 151
a little further. In this context, in situ (6]
mixing means using the soils close or m
located In place, and blending it with
that [se type of equipment, the pulver
mixer,versus 191 hauling it away, taking it
to a central uiolplantand mixing it.That's
what I call in vil situ mixing.
1121 It doesn't necessarily have to be [131
literally in situ. And you just take it 1141
like you would when we say in situ

i

mixing of

jis

these deep foundations,

where you would mix (16] in place. and
you put a cement grout and mix 1m In
there.Ithink eveninthe case ofin (IS] situ
mixing, you move the soil around.
i191 In the highway, they would wind (2o1
row it, mix it up, and then spread it out

i

(211 again. So it isn't literally just staying
1221 there.You do move it around, even In

pap. 29

(11 highways, when you have what.7013
- call in 121situ mnixing.

(3I 0: So just so I undet~And it, using (41

the pulver mixjba,'it wouldn't nece
ssarily 151 b•-ftt you would mix every
thlnjAgt in 161 the exact same place

-w reIt wasgoingto m be in the end;the
mixing might be done off isi to one side
of the ultimate destination?
(91 A: That's correct.
i101 Q: Would you take out Exhibit 21,u11
which is the SAR chapter two?
(121 A: Yes.
(131 Q: And turn to page 2.6118.
1u4

A: Yes.

I15] Q: Can you tell me, looking at the 116]

second bullet there, what does it mean
when 117) it says,The soil cement will be
constructed (lel in lifts approximatelysix

inches thick?
i1g9
A: When you compact soils,ifyou lao0
have too thicka layeryou endup having
1211 inadequate density in the bottom of
the (221 layer. So you have to limit the
thickness
Page 30
iij of the layer to get adequate com

paction. So (2] to achieve two feet, it
would be very (31 difficult, if at all
possible, to compact it 141 all in one layer.
You would have to compact (5i it in
several layers. Usually six- to [61 eight
inchis about the maximumyou would m
want to do the compacted layer.
(8i 0: So you do six-inch layers at a 191
time when you
i101 A: Compacted, yes.
(11 0: So when you put the material
back (121 in the hole,you compact it with
some kind (131 of machine?
(141 A: Correct.
I11 Q: What kind of machine is used for

1161 that?
1171 A: Well, it depends. It could be a (181

rubber tire compact. It could be a steel
(191 drum, smooth tar.Several sheets of
it 12o] depends on what the soil is or the
soil (211 cement is, and what equipment is
available (221 and so on.
Page 31
11 Q: It says here, in the same section 121
as described in section 6.2.2.5 of ACI
1998, (51 These techniques will include,
but will not 141 be limited to, minimiing
the time between 151placement of suc
cessive layers of soil (61 cement.

m Canyou explain whatis the is1 minimal
time between placement of successive
191layers

of soil cement?
aI A: Well,Ithlnkthis,youhave to be nnj

a little careful of what you mean by that.
mi1 You warunto obviously prevent the
prfifce (131

drying out. Okay. If it does,

you have to imj scarifyLt.And then what
you're interested (15 in is achieving a
good bond between each

(161

layer. So

surface drying out is one thing.
171 Also, If it -

if the first layer, (181 let's

say - let's say you prevent it drying 1191
Out by humid curing it orputting a spray
201 on - well, you wouldn't put a
i sphaltic (211 seal coat,because you want
good bonding. (221 You maywant to use a
dastic, a

Page 32
t11 geomembrane, to prevent evap
oration losses. 121 But then you do get it

curing.
131 So let's say a reekJa•cr •ou come [41

Mm-U-Script®
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bahck and want to put the next layer on,
you (51 would have a discontinuity. And,
you would have to pretreat
therefore, 161
yoursoil to m improve the bond.But you
don't want to [81 wait a week. So what
we're saying here is 191 you try to do it
within a reasonable amount 1io1 of time.
(111Butlet's saythe equipment breaks 1121
down and you have delays. Then you'd
have (131 to do something with that
surface to make (141 sure you have good
bonding again. What it's (151saying here,
basically, you don't want to (161 wait a
week between layers, if you can help (17
it.
[1s8Q: Turning to page 2.6-119. Ifyou 1191
look at the first full paragraph there, (201

need?
(161 A: I don't recall what the minimum
(171 was .But there is -

theyhave worked

it (1s8out from the analysis what's the
minimum (i91 required. I don't know it
offhand, minimum [20] shear strength

required at these interfaces.
12110: How do you perform that test?
1221

A: There is a - it's a direct shear

Page 35
Imlbox, you call it. And usually for this

1i1 be constructed such that a good bond
will be (21 established between the
materials.

type (21 of test, you'd use one which is
probably a 131 one-foot-by-one-foot in
stead of a - you (4] could use a small one.
A small one's L(!usuallyfor size two-inch
or (61 four-Inch-by-four-inch.
m But I think in this case you would (sl
probably use one which is maybe a foot
191 square.But it could be afour-inch one.
(1o1 And it has two boxes, two boxes,
halves. i111 Andyou pull one withrespect
to the other. (121 And you measure the
resist - or the force 1131 required to

(31 Can you explain what is the 141

cause them to slip. So half of 1141 the box

entitled, Soil cement and in situ clay (21
interface,the first statement says,The

123]

soil cement andin situ clayinterface will
Page 33

1510: Let me just interrupt you there [61
and clarify.When you saythe type of m
treatment, you're talking about the (81
interface between the subgrade and the
(91 cement-treated soil?
1oO A: That's correct.

1111 Q: Okay.What else? Does it have to
1121 do with characteristics of the 1131
cement-treated soil, also?
1141 A: Yes.
(1510: What aspects of the cement-treat
ed [161 soil affect the resistance to stress?
(17] A: Well, probably the controlling
[1s8obviously, If the soil - the cement
treated (19] soil is the weakest link. It's
going to (2o0 fail through the cement
treated soil. If 1211 the clayis the weakest
ling, it's going to 1221 fail through clay. If

the bond is the
Page 38
i11weakest link it will fail through that

think 121 layer that we're talking about.
(31 And the idea would be to make sure (41
that the thin layer between the two, or
the 1si interface, Is not the weak link.
That's (61 really the objective of all we're
doing m here, is make sure it fails either
through ts1 either the underlying clay or
the 191 cement-treated soil.And I suspect
it's tio1 probably going to be through the
clay rather iiji than the cement-treated
soil.
1121 0: It would be possible, wouldn't it,
(131 to design the pads so that their
thickness 1141 was the thickness of the
colian silt; so 1151 that, in other words,
they would entirely (161 displace the
layer of eolian silt and touch (17 the
subgrade below?
(i18 A: I can't answer that question. u91
Because that's outside my area.
ijoi Q: You don't do concrete?
[211 A: Yes, I do concrete. But I don't 122.
get involved with canisters tipping over
and

would slip in one directionthe 1151 other
purpose of that bond?
(51 A: This is a important - well, it's (61 half in the other direction.
important throughout. The soil cement,
(1610: That seems lick a pretty simple 1171
it m would be under the pads. Because
thing to do.You could do that today, i181
under the (slbuilding, you have five feet
right? You couldperform that test today?
of concrete (9i that we - five feet of
(191 A: Yes.
concrete, and no tio1 soil cement under
(2010: To your knowledge, has that test
the building.
1211 been performed?
(1ii What it is, is you're trying the 1121
1221
A: On this specific job?
whole objective here of a soil - mod
ified 1131 soil or cement-treated soil, is to
Page 38
transfer (14] the shear stresses due to an
earthquake down 1m to the clay below. in 0: Yes.
So you want a good bond 1161 between
121 A: No. To my knowledge it has not [31
the soil cement and clay interface.
been performed.
11710: And how is that done?
1410: Do you know why not?
(i18 A: Wellwhat you do want is - most
(5i A: No.
(191 likely, we would add a coating of
1610: And what are the variables that go
cement or (201 a cement slurry,a thin
(71 into meeting that requirement, that
thick slurry. 2i11And this is going to be
established by a (22 test, what's the best shear (81 strength? Is it the nature of the
concrete (91 slurry? Is it the weight of the
way of achieving a
pad on top (101 of the clay?
Page 3C
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11j What are the things that go into (121 if
ini things like that, which control the r
you change it, it changes the shear (131 thicknesses.
ji good bond.
strength?
t31 Q: Oh, I see. But there isn't any
(21 And that's where these shear tests 13[
plan to determine what's the best wayof
141 A: Well, obviously, if you change the reason, from the standpoint of the st2at
(151 loads, you change shear rength. But
of concrete by itself, that woul
ility 1si
141 achieving a good bond between the
soil 151
cement and the underlying clay In 1161 this case, we know what the loads prevent 161 PFS from building a pad th.,
arc going [171 to be.So we're not going to was four or m five feet thick, as oppose
subgrade.
apply much (181 higher loads than that of to two-foot ts1 thick?
1610: And you used the term 'good
the slab and the ('91 overburden above it, 191 A: I need to understand what yo
bond.'m Is that something that you
or whatever's above it, (2o1 the soil mean [oll by stability."
define is) quantitatively?
cement above it and the concrete (2n
iin Q: Well, disregarding the issue tha
(91 A: No. It's measured. You would (101 slab. And so then you wouldn't use
(121 they're holding casts on top of then,
measure the - you would cause theeto anything 122 above that.
If you (131 were just building a pad out in
fail. !Iii And you would measure the
the desert, 1141 would there be anyreason
shear strength, or (12] the force required
Page 37
to cause them to slip. 1131 And from that, (I3 The other factors are the moisture 12] thatyou couldn't (151 design the pad to be
you can say anything - we 1141 know I content;the type of treatment, surface 131 five feet thick-and go 1161 down as faras to
what we need as minimum.
treatment, whether it's dry cement, or is touch the subgrade layer?
it i14a cement slurry, or a moist slurry.
151 Q: What's the minimum that you
[17j MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm going to
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[18] object to the form of the question.
Because (19] it assumes something for
which there is no [20] foundation, which
is that there is a [211 uniformd distance
from the surface to the [22] layer un
derneath.And that hasn't been
Page 40
established. What I'm saying is that
your [21 question assumes that there is
four to five 131 feet uniform distance
between the top and [41 the bottom.
[51 MS. CURRAN:Okay.
[6] BY MS. CURRAN:
m0:I'd like to ask you about a isl
statement here also on page 2.6-119.
[91 In the second full paragraph, the noj
first sentence reads, An additional bene
fit g1ii of Incorporating the soil cement
into the [12] design is that willmnimz
the ['s] environmental impacts of con
structing the [14) facility.
[15] This represents that minimiing [161
environmental impacts is an additional
[1]

~V
applicant dated February 19,2002.
1111 I believe earlierinthe [121 deposition
you stated thatyou had been [13) retained
by Shaw Pittman, and not by PFS; is [14]
that corr ect?
[15i A: That's correct.
[1610Q: We~lI'dlike you to turnto page (17]
20 of this discovery response. You'll see
118) at the top of the page, this is an
answer to [19] interrogatory number
three.
f2oj It states, PFS has retained [21] Dr.
Anwar EX Wissa as a consultant to [22]
assist in the soil cement program.

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE. L.LC.
TE F E T R G . L C
1221

we've all looked at as Exhibit 14?
Page
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A: No.
[2] MS. CHANCELLOR: Can I ask a (3)
questioni?
(41 MS. CURRAN:Yes.You're breaking (51
up, Denise. I don't know why.
[61 MS. CHANCELLOR: Dr.Wissa, have m
you had any conversations with Paul
Trudeau i81 at Stone & Webster?
[91 MR. TRAVIESO-DIZ: I am going to
[10] object to having two counsel ex
amine my tinj witness at the same time.
(121 MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay. That's [13]
fine. We'l do it at a break.And we'll (14]
just go back and Diane can ask the [15i
questions.That's just fine.
(161 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ:Justoneata [171
time, please.
[18] MS. CURRAN: Well, we were doing
(19] it one at a time.
12o] MS. CHANCELLOR: Imean, Iwas (21]
trying to be efficient. And I haven't [22]
broken in before. I was trying to be
[ii

Page 43
Is that incorrect?
(2] A: Well, I haven't received any [Di
formal contract or information that I
have [41 been retained.
[510Q: Do you have a handshake?
[6 A: An insinuation ora handshake may
cri be the case, but no formal agreement
of any [si kind exists. And as of today, I
117 benefit of Incorporating soil cement
have not i~l spent anytime or billed them
into lisi the design.
or done (10] anything with them to
1191 What's the first benefit of [20i in
corporating the soil cement into the (211 confirm that thislis [iiiithe case.As lsaidI
would hope it would [12] be the case. But
Page 46
designl
fromwhereI'm
speaking
to
l~j
you,andI
injefficient
sothatecu
tDr.W-isa
1221 A: I can only see what's - state
expect they will retain me, but (141 there out [2] of there as quickly as possible. If
Page 41 is no fornialagreemientasofthils (5] date. YOU 131want to delay this, we have will
have phone (4] conversations. We'll go
11610Q: So the phrase 'has retained" is [171
in] what's said here.FromwhatlIgather, [2]
back. We'll cover [5] the same pround.
you're saying, if you read the next j31 somewhat hopeful Language?
sentence, is use ofon-ste materials to 14)
iisi A: I didn't write this. So whoever (19 And we'll re-ask the [61 question.
construct soil cement rather than ex
wrote this - maybe I should have read m7 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm sorry, 18]
cavating msand spoiling these materials this i~oi and assumed that I have been Denise. Rule number one in depositions
is (9] only one lawyer Is allowed to ask
is an [6] environmental benefit.
retained.
questions
(10] of a witness at a point in
mQ0:Right.
(21] Q: Now, it also says, here, PFS [221
time. If you i111 want to ask questions
anticipates
that
Ardaman
& Associates later,afcerDiane (12) finlshes,thenwe can
[B] A. That's what they're stating here.
will
i190: Right. But it says it's an (10) ad
talk about it. But no [131 double-teaming,
ditional bcneflt.
Page 44 please.
[111 So I'm just wondering: Is It a [12)
m1be performing additional relevant soil [14] MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay. That's (IS)
benefit in some otherwayto incorporate [21 cement testing.
fine. I was trying to be efficient.
(13 soil cement into this design?
(16] MR. TURK-~ Denise, I personally 1171
[31 Have you been retained to [41 re
[141 A: I don't know. I did not write 1151
don't blame you. I think this is very [181
present soil cement testing?
this paragraph. So I don't know. I'd have [5) A: I think it's the same context, 161 exciting. And I understand the impulse
[16) to read back over and see what other
wer've discussed it;~and they told to (191 break in.
benefit (1in was involved In it. This was where
us
m can we do this work; and are we [201 BY MS. CURRAN:
not my [18] wording.
willing to, [8] and so on. I've agreed yes. (21) 0: Dr. Wissa, have you had any [22]
[19) MS. CURRAN: I'd like to take a [20)
But the m physical - or the docume
conversations with Paul Trudeau of
ten-miinute break.
ntation that we (10] have been retained, I Stone &
do not have Me. It wiiImay be in the mail,
t~ij (Recess)
for
all I know.
Page 47
122) BY MS. CURRAN:
[1 Webster regarding the PFS desg
112)10: Hlave you had any involvement
Page 42 with [13 PFS's other consultants In the issues?
soil testing (141 that has been done?
iij 0: I'm going to pass you kind of a 12]
[2] A: Otherthan with attorneys present?7
bulky item, Doctor. This is a set of some [15 A: I had a meeting with the lawyers [31 Other than that?
[31 of the exhlbits.And Ijust want to look
[16 where other consultants were pre
14]0
QYes.
at mi one of then which is Number 13. sent.
w~ A: Yes. I've had one.
These 151 happen to be stapled together. (17] 0: Have you had any involvement
16) Q: Can you describe it for me, m
And I'dlike [61 you to turnlthe Exhibitl13, with (18]AGEC?
please?
which has mi already been marked:
Applicants objections [8] and responses (19] A: No. I don't think so.
Isl A: Paul Trudeau delivered somec t~
to the State of Utah's 14 set [91 of [20] 0: Did you participate at allin the (21] documents to mcat - some plans or
discovery-requests directed to the (10] engineering services scope of work that (10] without the attorneys presentjust [11i]
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